Motivation: Although coexpression analysis via pair-wise expression correlation is popularly used to elucidate gene-gene interactions at the whole-genome scale, many complicated multi-gene regulations require more advanced detection methods. Liquid association (LA) is a powerful tool to detect the dynamic correlation of two gene variables depending on the expression level of a third variable (LA scouting gene). LA detection from single transcriptomic study, however, is often unstable and not generalizable due to cohort bias, biological variation and limited sample size. With the rapid development of microarray and NGS technology, LA analysis combining multiple gene expression studies can provide more accurate and stable results. Results: In this article, we proposed two meta-analytic approaches for LA analysis (MetaLA and MetaMLA) to combine multiple transcriptomic studies. To compensate demanding computing, we also proposed a two-step fast screening algorithm for more efficient genome-wide screening: bootstrap filtering and sign filtering. We applied the methods to five Saccharomyces cerevisiae datasets related to environmental changes. The fast screening algorithm reduced 98% of running time. When compared with single study analysis, MetaLA and MetaMLA provided stronger detection signal and more consistent and stable results. The top triplets are highly enriched in fundamental biological processes related to environmental changes. Our method can help biologists understand underlying regulatory mechanisms under different environmental exposure or disease states.
Introduction
Gene co-expression analysis is vastly applied to study pairwise gene synchronization to elucidate potential gene regulatory mechanisms. For example, an unweighted gene co-expression network can be constructed from a transcriptomic study given a co-expression measure (e.g. Pearson correlation) and an edge cut-off (e.g. two nodes are connected if absolute correlation ! 0.6 and disconnected if < 0.6). In the literature, different measures such as Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation and mutual information (Butte and Kohane, 2000) have been used (see Song et al., 2012 for a comparative study). Alternatively, Zhang et al. (2005) developed a weighted correlation network analysis (WGCNA) framework using cluster analysis to construct gene co-expression modules and their associated weighted co-expression networks. Network properties and extended pathway analysis can then be studied to investigate diseaserelated network alterations and mechanisms.
Although guilt-by-association heuristic assumed in gene coexpression network analysis is widely used in genomics , many complex regulatory mechanisms in the system cannot be readily captured by direct association because of multi-way interactions. The first column in Figure 1A shows an example of liquid association (LA) first described in Li (2002) . Gene YCR005C and YPL262W are overall non-correlated in study GSE11452 (Spearman correlation ¼ 0.239) but they exhibited high correlation (cor ¼ 0.692) when a third gene YGR175C is low expressed (expression intensity < À0.424) and a much lower correlation (cor ¼ À0.790) when expression of gene YGR175C is high (>0.441). The simple interaction among the trio is biologically meaningful since the third gene YGR175C may serve as a surrogate of certain (hidden) cellular state or regulator that controls the presence and absence of co-regulation between gene YCR005C and YPL262W.
To quantify the conditional association in the triplet genes, Li (2012) proposed a LA measure to quantify the dynamic correlation of two variables depending on a third variable (Ho et al., 2011; Li, 2002; Li et al., 2004) . Li (2002) introduced this concept and proposed a computationally efficient three-product-moment measure (see Section 2.2). Zhang et al. (2007) adopted a simplified LA score based on z-transformed Pearson correlation conditional on discretized expression of the third gene. Ho et al. (2011) extended the trivariate dependency structure into a parametric Gaussian framework (called modified LA; MLA) to develop improved estimation frameworks and statistical test for the existence of the LA dependence. The computational complexity to screen all possible triplets is O(n 3 ) and is generally too high for applying LA methods in a genome-wide scale. Gunderson and Ho (2014) introduced an efficient screening algorithm fastLA for the MLA method containing two steps: (i) screening the candidate triplets by difference between the correlations of the LA pair when the scouting gene is high and low; (ii) fitting and estimating the model based on conditional normal distributions. The algorithm greatly improved the computing efficiency for genome-wide LA analysis.
LA estimated from a single study is often unstable and not generalizable due to cohort bias, biological variation and sample size limitation. With rapid accumulation of transcriptomic studies in the public domain, identifying LA triplets by combining multiple studies is likely to produce more stable and biologically reproducible results. For example, Figure 1A shows an example of an LA triplet (gene YCR005C, YPL262W and YGR175C) where the LA is statistically significant in the first yeast study GSE11452 but the LA association does not hold for the remaining four independent studies. Such an association is likely condition-specific for the first study or a false positive. On the other hand, the LA triplet (YGR264C, YOR197W and YDR519W) in Figure 1B is obtained from the combined meta-analysis of the first three studies. The association is more likely to validate in the fourth and fifth studies. In this article, we develop two meta-analytic frameworks for LA to accurately identify LA triplets that are consistent across multiple studies. The result shows that meta-analytic methods generate more stable LA triplets that are more reproducible in independent studies. The LA triplets also generate better pathway enrichment results to better understand the biological insight and/or generate further hypothesis.
Materials and methods

Datasets and databases
We used five yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) datasets-Causton (Causton et al., 2001 ), Gasch (Gasch et al., 2000) , Rosetta (Hughes et al., 2000) , GSE60613 (Chasman et al., 2014) and GSE11452 (Knijnenburg et al., 2009) -to illustrate our meta-analytic methods. In each study, yeast samples are exposed to a variety of environmental stress and the transcriptomic expression profiles are measured. Causton et al. includes a yeast gene expression series including yeasts treated with acid, alkali, heat, hydrogen peroxide, salt, sorbital and during diauxic shift; Gasch et al. contains yeasts treated with amino acid starvation, diamide, DTT, exposure to peroxide, menadione, nitrogen depletion, osmolarity and temperature shifts; Rosetta corresponds to 300 diverse mutations and chemical treatments; GSE60613 analyzes the stress-activated signaling network; GSE11452 corresponds to chemostat cultures under 55 different conditions. As shown in the data preprocessing step in Figure 2 , within each individual study we first deleted genes and samples with >10 and 30% missing values respectively, imputed the missing values with K-nearest neighbors algorithm (Altman, 1992) , and quantile normalized the samples (Amaratunga and Cabrera, 2001) .
We further performed unbiased filtering within each study to filter out non-expressed genes (lowest 35% of mean expression) and noninformative genes (lowest 35% of expression variances). Finally, our datasets include 1770 overlapped genes across five studies and 45, 173, 300, 67 and 170 samples for study Causton, Gasch, Rosetta, GSE60613 and GSE11452, respectively. As an in silico biological evaluation of the LA triplets, we downloaded yeast protein-protein interaction (PPI) database from Saccharomyces Genome database (Cherry et al., 2011) . The database included 101 325 unique PPI pairs involving 5706 genes. We applied pathway enrichment analysis on two databases: gene ontology (GO) (Cherry et al., 2011) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Kanehisa et al., 2016) databases and obtained 1398 GO terms and 95 KEGG pathways with at least five genes. Additionally in order to test how co-regulated genes are enriched in transcription factor (TF)-binding data, we downloaded a TF-binding gene sets from YEASTRACT database (Teixeira et al., 2013) and 96 gene sets with 5-200 validated genes were selected for further enrichment analysis. Fisher's exact test (Upton, 1992) was used for pathway enrichment analysis. The P-values were corrected by Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) algorithm (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) and the significance level was set to be a ¼ 0.05.
2.2 LA methods (LA and MLA) for a single study Li (2002) introduced the concept of 'LA' and defined the LA score for a gene pair X 1 and X 2 given a scouting gene X 3 as LAðX 1 ; X 2 jX 3 Þ ¼ Eg 0 ðX 3 Þ, where gðx 3 Þ ¼ EðX 1 X 2 jX 3 ¼ x 3 Þ and g 0 ðxÞ is the first derivative of g(x). After standardizing the three gene expressions to fit Gaussian assumption and applying Stein's lemma, they proposed a computationally efficient estimator by c LA ¼ P n l¼1 X 1l X 2l X 3l =n, where n is the total number of observations (samples) and X 1l ; X 2l and X 3l are the lth observations for genes X 1 ; X 2 and X 3 , respectively. Ho et al. (2011) proposed an MLA method by MLAðX 1 ; X 2 jX 3 Þ ¼ Eh 0 ðX 3 Þ, where hðX 3 Þ ¼ qðX 1 ; X 2 jX 3 Þ; h 0 ðxÞ is the first derivative of h(x), and q is the Pearson correlation coefficient. They proposed a direct estimation of MLA score by
where M is the number of bins over X 3 ; X 3j is the sample mean of X 3 within bin j, and b q j is the correlation of the LA pair X 1 and X 2 in bin j. A key advantage of the MLA estimator is the capability of performing hypothesis testing H 0 : MLAðX 1 ; X 2 jX 3 Þ ¼ 0 by a Wald test statistics T MLA ¼ d
MLA=SEð d MLAÞ to assess the P-value, where SEð d MLAÞ is the standard error of d MLA.
MetaMLA and MetaLA methods
In this section, we extend the original three-product-moment LA method (Li, 2002) and the model-based MLA method (Gunderson and Ho, 2014; Ho et al., 2011) into a meta-analytic scheme for combining information from multiple transcriptomic studies. Suppose that we have K studies. For a gene triplet t: ðX 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 Þ, if the LA scouting gene is Z ¼ X i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ, after standardizing all the three genes to have mean 0 and variance 1 and the scouting gene to follow normal distribution, the direct estimation of the MLA score (Ho et al., 2011) for the single study k provides standardization according to the variance of MLA scores across studies. s 0 is a fudge parameter to avoid obtaining large mMLA score caused by very small s ðiÞ t values, which happens frequently in genome-wide screening. In our yeast datasets, suppose N is the total number of triplets for the hypothesis testing.
We choose s 0 to be 10 Â medfs ðiÞ t ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and t ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng (where medðÁÞ means the median) to guarantee the stability of the test statistics, especially when sample size is small. The standardization by dividing the variance in the T ðk;iÞ MLA;t score considers both sample size and sample heterogeneity effects in single studies. For a study of large sample size, the SD of MLA score is usually smaller and thus generates larger T ðk;iÞ MLA;t score. For a study containing large biological variation or considerable outliers in samples, the SD of MLA score is large and results in smaller T ðk;iÞ MLA;t score. The MetaLA statistic can be defined similarly with the MetaMLA statistic. The estimation of the LA score (Li, 2002) for the single study 
Hypothesis testing and inference for MetaMLA and MetaLA
Based on MetaMLA, the hypothesis for LA in the gene triplet t: ðX 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 Þ is H 0 : mMLA ðiÞ t ¼ 0; 8i 2 f1; 2; 3g $ H 1 : 9i 2 f1; 2; 3g; s:t:MLA ðiÞ t 6 ¼ 0;
The null hypothesis represents all zero LAs no matter which one of X 1 ; X 2 and X 3 acts as the scouting gene Z. The test statistic is defined as
The distribution of T t under the null hypothesis can be obtained by randomly permuting the samples of the LA scouting gene Z when calculating each mMLA (1 b B; 1 t N) as the null distribution. The P-value can be given by P ¼ ð P B b¼1 P N t¼1 IðT ðbÞ t ! T obs Þ=ðB Â NÞÞ; where T obs is the observed value of the test statistic. The P-values are corrected by BH algorithm (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) and the false discovery rate (FDR) is set to be a ¼ 0.01. Since the number of possible triplets N is usually very large, a small B is needed (B ¼ 40) and used in the article. We note that theoretically we should perform permutation for each triplet to form its own null distribution.
The computation is, however, obviously not feasible (¼ number of permutations Â number of triplets). In our approach, we imposed an assumption of common null distributions across all triplets to allow affordable computation.
Based on MetaLA, the hypothesis for LA in the gene triplet t: ðX 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 Þ is H 0 : mLA t ¼ 0 $ H 1 : mLA t 6 ¼ 0. The test statistic can be defined as T t ¼ jmLA t j. The distribution of T t under the null hypothesis can be obtained by randomly permuting the samples inside gene X 1 ; X 2 or X 3 in turn. We repeat the permutation for B times and use the resulting B Â N permuted values of T ðbÞ t
(1 b B; 1 t N) as the null distribution. The P-value can be given by P ¼ P B b¼1 P N t¼1 IðT ðbÞ t ! T obs Þ=ðB Â NÞ; where T obs is the observed value of the test statistic. The P-values are corrected by BH algorithm (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) and the FDR is set to be a ¼ 0.01. Similar to MetaMLA, B ¼ 40 is used.
Filtering to reduce computation of MetaMLA
Genome-wide calculation of the LA is usually time-consuming and resource-intensive for a single study (Ho et al., 2011; Li, 2002) . This problem is further aggravated when combining multiple studies. In this section, we will develop a screening algorithm to perform a genome-wide MetaMLA analysis with higher efficiency. As illustrated in Figure 2 , our algorithm seeks to reduce the number of triplets which need to be examined in depth in two screening steps: bootstrap filtering and sign filtering (Fig. 2) .
In the first bootstrap filtering step, we filter out triplets with small correlation difference between the high and low bins. Define q diff to be the difference of the LA pair correlations when scouting gene assigned to the highest and lowest bins. In the literature, the fastLA algorithm for single study (Gunderson and Ho, 2014) has used screening procedure for fast computing. In meta-analysis, we aim to detect triplets with consistently large or consistently small LAs across multiple studies. For the triplet t: ðX 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 Þ, given the diff;t j=K as the meta-filtering criteria. Since the scouting gene Z could be X 1 ; X 2 , or X 3 , we use max i¼1;2;3 ð P K k¼1 jq ðk;iÞ diff;t jÞ=K to order and filter out triplets that are unlikely to have LA association. To avoid outlier effect when calculating correlations in the bins, we propose to bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986) 
Results
Computational reduction by filtering
Below we describe the screening result to avoid high computational load when evaluating all possible triplets in MetaMLA. After unbiased filtering of non-expressed and non-informative genes, we kept 1,770 genes, which led to a total number of 1770 3 % 9:23 Â10 8 triplets. The computing time is demanding if we perform hypothesis testing for all possible triplets. By applying bootstrap filtering with q ðmetaÞ diff; t > 0:4 with three bins, the number of triplets reduced to 2.18 Â 10 7 , $2.36% of the original total number. Furthermore, the sign filtering step decreased the number of the remaining triplets to 1.21 Â 10 7 , which was only 1.32% of the total number.
Given the fact that our screening pipeline can dramatically reduce the number of triplets, we assessed whether the filtering procedures ignored statistically significant LA triplets. We performed MetaMLA on all the 9.23 Â 10 8 triplets and reduced 1.32% triplets after filtering. As shown in Supplementary Table S1, our screening steps only missed 89, 219, 375, 520 and 690 of the top 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000 and 10 000 triplets obtained from full analysis without filtering. P-values from Fisher's exact test are almost 0 and odds ratio are between 1000 and 1600 (Supplementary Table S1 ). In summary, we only missed about 5% significant triplets but saved almost 99% of computing time to make genome-wide LA triplet screening possible. Since filtering step also consumes computing time, we compared computing time of analyses with filtering versus non-filtering on a small dataset of 95 genes (using stringent selection criteria by removing genes with small means and small variances). By using five computing threads (Intel Xeon E7-2850), computing time for analyses with filtering versus non-filtering saved about 88% of computing time (16.3 versus 134.6 min). In general, filtering out potentially non-significant triplets will gain statistical power (Bourgon et al., 2010; van Iterson et al., 2010) . In other words, we can detect more significant triplets under the same FDR control. To demonstrate the empirical effect of filtering in real data, we randomly selected 500 genes from the five Yeast studies and re-ran our MetaMLA algorithms by both filtering and non-filtering pipelines. Supplementary Figure S1 shows that for a given reasonable FDR (e.g. 0.005 and 0.01), filtering pipeline can detect more significant triplets than full studies as we expected.
MetaMLA detects more over-represented pathways
We performed pathway enrichment analysis using GO and KEGG for all the genes from top m significant triplets (m ¼ 200; 300; . . . ; 1000) selected by the single study MLA, MetaMLA, and MetaLA. Figure 3 shows the numbers of enriched GO terms and KEGG pathways for different top numbers of triplets under FDR ¼ 0.05 threshold. MetaMLA (solid square line) consistently performed better than any single-study MLA (five dash lines) and MetaLA (solid rhombus line) method by detecting more enriched pathway. Jitter plots of q-values of the GO terms and KEGG pathways for the top 500 triplets at minus log 10 scale are further shown in Supplementary Figure S2 . Since single MLA and MetaMLA method can differentiate LA scouting gene Z, similar pathway enrichment analysis were done only for Z genes from the top triples (Supplementary Figs S3 and S4 ).
3.3 MetaMLA provides more consistent biomarker and pathway results with single study analyses Figure 1A shows an example with LA association in the first study (correlation dropped from 0.692 to À0.79 for high and low expression groups of the LA scouting gene YGR175C) but fails to reproduce in the remaining four studies. Such an LA association with failed reproducibility is likely a false positive. Figure 1B demonstrates another example with consistent LA association in all five studies (correlation dropped significantly for high and low expression groups of YDR519W). In order to inspect agreement of top LA triplets across pairwise studies, Supplementary Figures S5 and S6 show scatter plots of test statistics and rank correlations of the pairwise top 1000 triplets. MetaMLA method combines information from all single studies. Conceptually, MetaMLA can provide more consistent results with single study MLA than results among single study MLA. In Figure 4A , we examined pairwise overlap of detected top 1000 triplets from the five single-study MLA and the MetaMLA. The result shows zero overlapping in all single-study MLA top triplets. (We also tried other top number of triplets in Supplementary Fig. S7 and they all show out small overlap among single studies.) On the other hand, top triplets from MetaMLA have much higher percentage of overlapping with results from each single-study MLA.
We next calculated the number of overlaps of enriched GO terms and KEGG pathways when we used all the genes from the top 500 triplets from each MLA analysis for pathway enrichment. The results are shown in Figure 4B each single-study MLA and MetaMLA. (Similarly, overlapped pathways by only Z genes from the top 1000 triplets are shown in Supplementary Fig. S8 ). Similar to overlapped triplets in Figure 4A , we observed much higher overlapped pathways between the MetaMLA result and each single-study MLA result than results between pair-wise single-study MLA. For example, study Causton detected 27 enriched GO terms, among which 8, 9, 6, and 9 pathways overlapped with results from the other four single-study MLA. Notably, it has 12 and 15 GO terms overlapped with MetaLA and MetaMLA. Comparing the two meta-analytic methods, MetaMLA performed much better than MetaLA.
MetaLA and MetaMLA provide more stable results
Below we apply subsampling and bootstrap techniques to compare stability for LA triplets detected by single-study MLA, MetaLA and MetaMLA. Figure 5A and B show the number of overlapped triplets between top triplets detected by original full dataset and subsampled datasets (90 and 80%, respectively). The numbers of top triplets are displayed on the x-and y-axis is for the overlapping numbers. The result shows much better reproducibility of top triplets detected by subsampled data in MetaMLA (solid square line) and MetaLA (solid rhombus line) compared to single-study MLA (five dash lines). Similarly, comparison with bootstrapped data in Figure 5C shows similar trend. In summary, MetaMLA provides better stability in detecting top LA triplets, when compared to single-study MLA.
MetaLA further outperforms MetaMLA.
Pathway enrichment analysis and network visualization
In Sections 3.2-3.4, although MetaLA provides more stable result than MetaMLA 3.4, it detects much fewer enriched pathways (Section 3.2) and generates less consistent biomarker and pathways with single studies (Section 3.3). As a result, we will focus on MetaMLA for further biological investigation in this subsection. To test how the LA genes detected by MetaMLA method are consistent with TF binding, we downloaded the TF-binding gene sets from the YEASTRACT database (Teixeira et al., 2013) and selected 96 gene sets with 5-200 genes. Among these 96 TF genes, Hog1 (YLR113W) has the highest frequency among all the genes from the top 20 000 triplets detected by MetaMLA method. Genes inside the same triplet as Hog1 are enriched in Hog1 binding gene sets (P ¼ 0.027). More significantly, Hog1 is also the most frequent gene among the LA scouting gene Z in the top 100 000 triplets. Genes regulated by Hog1 (inside the same triplets) are more significantly enriched in Hog1 binding gene sets (p ¼ 1.44EÀ5 ). Supplementary Table S2 shows the top enriched TF binding gene sets. Among them, Hot1 is another enriched gene sets (p ¼ 7.67EÀ6) and Alepuz et al. (2003) shows that Hot1 targets on Hop1p to osmostress responsive promoters and Hog1 mediates recruitment/activation of RNAPII at Hot1p-dependent promoters. The analysis shows that top triplets selected by MetaMLA method are highly consistent with known TF regulation pattern. Table 1 shows 18 significantly enriched KEGG pathways with hierarchical structure using all the genes from top 500 triplets selected by MetaMLA. Pathway enrichment using GO database identified 68 GO terms (Supplementary Table S3 ). Since the five transcriptomic studies contain yeast samples treated with different environmental conditions and mutations, we observed many pathways related to energy metabolism (q ¼ 5.67EÀ12), carbohydrate, metabolism (q ¼ 1.40EÀ8), amino acid metabolism (q ¼ 5.87EÀ8) and translation (q ¼ 0.0065).
To investigate further the identified LA association gene interactions, we chose among the top 20 000 LA triplets (q < 6.64EÀ5) and included a total of 41 triplets with all three genes involved in the metabolism category (q ¼ 1.85EÀ21 in Table 1 ) for network visualization (Fig. 6) . Genes within one triplet are connected by edges in the same color. The dashed line represents reported interactions or regulations in the PPI database. In this network, there are totally four interactions validated by PPI database, more enriched than a randomly generated PPI database (0.69 random interactions on average, with P-value 0.00197 by Fisher's exact test).
In Figure 6 , we observed a cluster of gene modules related to carbohydrate metabolism (purple background circle in Fig. 6 ; almost all genes annotated with gray dots). IDH2 and BDH2 are two notable hub genes that have many LA association with other neighboring genes. IDH2 is a subunit of mitochondrial NAD(þ)-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase, a key complex in tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to catalyze the oxidation of isocitrate to alpha-ketoglutarate (Reinders et al., 2007) . BDH2 is a putative medium-cahin alcohol dehydrogenase (Dickinson et al., 2003) . In carbohydrate metabolism, pyruvate is the main input for a series of chemical reactions for aerobic TCA cycle. In the subnetwork, CDC19 is a key pyruvate kinase, which coverts phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate (Byrne and Wolfe, 2005; Xu et al., 2012) , and its physical PPI with IDH2 has been previously reported in Gavin et al. (2006) . In addition, PDC5 is a minor isoform of pyruvate decarboxylase and PDC1 is a major of three pyruvate decarboxylase isozymes to decarboxylate pyruvate to acetaldehyde (Dickinson et al., 2003) . ENO2 is also a phosphopyruvate hydratase involved in pyruvate metabolism to catalyze 2-phosphoglycerate to phosphoenolpyruvate during glycolysis (Byrne and Wolfe, 2005; McAlister and Holland, 1982) . All these genes from the top MetaMLA triplets are potentially co-regulated with functional annotation from the carbohydrate metabolism pathway. However, if we examine the direct gene-gene Pearson correlations, the pair-wise correlations are low and the co-expression analysis will fail to identify association among these genes (see Supplementary Table S4 ).
Conclusion and discussion
In this article, we proposed two meta-analytic methods (MetaLA and MetaMLA) for LA analysis combining multiple studies. We used the mean of the singleMLA test statistics as the main part of the MetaMLA statistic and the SD to penalize the inconsistent patterns among different studies. On the genome-wide application, we proposed to screen genes by bootstrap filtering and sign filtering (Fig. 2) to reduce the computation load. In the yeast datasets, we reduced >98% of the triplets for the hypothesis testing and captured 94-95% of the top triplets with large MetaMLA statistic. When compared with singleMLA method, MetaMLA can provide stronger pathway enrichment signal, more consistent results with singlestudy analysis, and more stable results with data subsampling or bootstrapping. Although MetaLA generated more stable results than MetaMLA, it detected less enriched pathways and is less consistent with single study analysis. Among the top significant triplets selected by MetaMLA, we constructed a gene regulatory network visualization to investigate the complex three-way conditional associations. The result identifies a subnetwork in carbohydrate metabolism network, which otherwise cannot be identified by traditional pair-wise co-expression analysis. We identified validation in PPI and focused functional annotation in TSA cycle. The LA and MLA methods to detect LA triplets have their pros and cons. On one hand, the LA score by three-product estimation on normalized gene intensities is much easier to compute than the model-free estimation of MLA score. However, MLA is more accurate when interdependency among the triplet (i.e. conditional mean and variance of two genes depend on the third gene) exist and such interdependency is theoretically ignored by the LA method. Additionally, MLA also provides systematic inference to assess P-values and FDR control. To circumvent computational burden in MetaMLA, our proposed two-stage filtering can significantly reduce computing time. In this article, we demonstrate genome-wide screening on all possible gene triplets. To further reduce computational load, one may apply pre-selected scouting genes from prior biological knowledge, TF or PPI databases.
Our meta-analytic framework has the advantage to stablely combine multiple studies from different microarray or next-generation sequencing platforms. Potential heterogeneity from platform, batch effect or measurement scaling issues is automatically standardized in the meta-analysis. In the literature, it has been well-acknowledged that simple correlation and co-expression analysis are not sufficient to describe the complex system of gene regulation. Applying advanced association models elucidates novel regulatory mechanisms and meta-analysis by combining multiple transcriptomic studies will greatly reduce false positive findings. Our proposed metaanalytic LA methods help accurately detect complicated three-way interactions and regulatory mechanisms.
